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cheating increases

PawPrint Photo by Keith Legerat
Calico Spring Festival Bucket Brigade Winners.
This distinguished group represented Cal State,
San Bernardino in the recent Bucket Brigade competition, establishing a new standard in water
transport expertise. First place winners shown left to right, standing
Ron Ripley, Barbara Rakow, Robin
Brady, Pancho Silva, Vicki Johnson, Mark Fife, Joe Coyazo. Kneeling; Chris Hite, Stephen Waterbury.
Not pictured; Keith Johnson.

(CPS) — Cheated on an exam
lately? There is a growing concern
among college administrators that
acadmic dishonesty is running
rampant. They may be right.
According to the Washington Post,
"Cheating appears to be rising
nationally, particularly in large
public diversities."
And although a 1964 survey found
that schools which employ the
honor system have td least
amount of cheating, eleven years
later college which do employ the
honor code have found that up
wards of 1-3 of each class cheat. An
outbreak of cheating has attacked
a number of campuses.
A special committee to study the
honor code has been set up to deal
with increased cheating at UCDavis.
The law center at Gerogetown
University in Washington, DC has
gone so far as to revoke a law
degree because of a cheating in
cident there and an F was given to
another law student after a "cut
and past job ofplagiarism on a
rseminar paper."
The University of Florida's
honor court is presently d

with an organized cheating ring
involving 200 students and every
department in the College of
Business Administration.
Students have used all sorts of
intricate methods to cheat. For
instance the University of Florida
scandal unearthed students
teough garbage cans before the
test dates in hopes of finding
surplus tests.
Elsewhere the gamut has run
from notes scribbled inside gum
wrappers to hiring ringers to
"ghost write" tests. Other weird
mediods have included a presuranged coughing or sneezing
code and helpful hints written on a
student's blue jeans.
More popular ideas have ranged
from cheat sheets hidden under a
watchband, between one's legs or
inside a coffee cup to strategically
placed books that can be handily
flipped through with errant feet.
The how-to's and prevention of
cheating have been finely
scrutinized by many school of
ficials. But in the process, ac
cording to some observers, they
have lost sight of a more important
continued on page 2
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ten speeds: gearing down for the bicycle backlash
by Neil Klotz

It was bound to happen. For European models flooded the
awhile, as ten-speed sales soared market, American bike-makers
and every city council boasted a desperately tried to grab some of
market. So
bike path plan, it seemed that bikes the ten-speed
would be hailed the saviours of desperately, in fact, that most of
modern transit: the no-gallons-per- them jiist slapped a derailleur,
mile answer to the energy shor hand brakes and the word "racer"
tage. But now, prepare for the on their old clunkers and crossed
their fingers. So you don't have to
bicycle backlash.
Two harbingers of the coming cross yours when you buy, here are
backlash surfaced recently. One, a some basic tips:
1. Buy at a bike store. Ten-speeds
survey by a car insurance in
stitute, purported to prove that found at large chain department
most car-bike accidents were stores are poorly made as well as
caused by bikers. With some glee inexpertly assembled — usually
the institute heralded the fact that Uirown together by some stock boy
99 per cent of the bikers involved in right after he blew up the basket
accidents were injured as opposed balls. If you ever needed to replace
to only 1 per cent of the motorists. the brake calipers, overhaul the
The other omen arrived more headset or just about anything
subtly in an editorial in the else, you couldn't get rejdacement
Christian
Science
Monitor parts. Even if you stole«next door in
bewailing the ten-speed fad. "Ten the dead of night and cannibalized
years ago it was a souped-up parts from the obnoxious ten-yearChevy; now it's a 10-speed old's Sears racer, you couldn't get
bicycle," grumbled tiie Monitor them to fit yours because of im
writer. Ten-speeds really have precise workmanship. To collect
• little to do with ecology, physical some strange looks, just go into
fitness or fun, he said, they're just any department store and ask to
another damnable way for these see their bicycle service depart
ment.
kids to be "in."
A good service department is a
Both of these clips somehow
fused in my head as I was almost touchstone for any good bike shop.
side-swiped in a bike lane for what A well-stocked workshop is a better
seemed like the fiftieth time this guarantee than a salesperson's
week. Behind the standard "Get- smile. Also, don't buy where they
off-the-road-expletive"
com won't let you ride. You can't buy a
bination, sat the Sphinx-like bike by brand or component list,
automobile brooding self-assured since all manufacturers note that
over the roads of America, components are subject to change
chanting, "Back to the Chevy, without notice and component
children. The roads aren't free. 100 makes say the same. For this
reason, consumer ratings of tenbikers get it for one of me."
Predictably, bikes have never speed models are usually out-ofbeen much more than toys for date and misleading. So buy a
American industry. As bike sales particular ten-speed only if you
doubled in the past five years and like the way it rides, not because

either heavy and unresponsive or
light and seriously weak. If you
hadn't guessed, most unlugged
$1064200 range, which is where you frames are made in the US.
American bike-makers have
should stay for your first bike, look
for a lugged frame; that is, one in weakened their frames further by
which the steel tubesare connected removing the top tube to make a
by sleeves rather than just welded "women's model." Unless you're
together. In addition, the lugs planning on riding in a dress,
should be tapered, not just cut women should-^- buy "men's
straight across the tubing like a models" or one of the European
pipe joint. Unlugged frames are "unisex" bikes and adjust the
Consumer Reports received a good
test model of it.
2. Lugged frames are best. In the

saddle forward to reach the han
dlebars comfortably.

3. Avoid overlapping gears.

Unknown to many, not all tenspeed bikes have ten speeds. The
combination of five rear and two
front gears, or sprockets, can
create ten different speeds (5x2
equals 10) — but not always. Ifbike-makers don't put together the
right combination of six'ockets
continued on page 8

transcendental meditation yet another consciousness
by Jobn Ghrist
In these days of
cultismi spiritual answers to the
world's problems are comn)6nidace. Enter the new answer:
a movement which is neither a
religion norr a philosoi^y, a
movement which simply teaches
its ix'actitioners to relax. It's
called Transcendental Meditation
(TM)
For twenty minutes twice a day,
practitioners sit quietly, silently
repeating a personal mantra of
less than five syllables as they
relax their bodies and nervous
systems and enter a totally dif
ferent consciousness.
TM is practiced by an estimated
half million Americans, who have
learned
it
through
two
organizations established by
founder Maharishi Mahesh Yogi.
The
Student
International
Meditation Society (SIMS) is
charged with bringing the ex
perience to college campuses,
while the International Meditation
Society (IMS) concentrates on
working adults and their families.
SIMS has had particular success
in popularizing TM. A majority of
its users are students, often at religion or cult and does not
tracted by huge centerfolds ads in demand that a person change his
college newspapers. Others attend lifestyle ... If you have a religion,
one of the 30 colleges and TM will help you understand it
universities that have made TM better," its teachers have insisted.
part of their curriculum.
But while TM may be an exer
The framework for TM is the cise, SCI has its roots in Vadic
Science of Creative Intelligence Hinduism. Practitioners however
(SCI), the basic philosoirfiy of the have claimed that Vadic principles
Maharishi, who l^lieves tha there are "older than any religion," and
is an "inexhaustible and fun therefore aren't religious in
damental source of intelligence, nature.
energy and happiness" in every
According to the Maharishi, TM
human. One of the main functions has been practiced by Indian
of TM is to put the practitioner in people for over 6000 years, but was
close contact with this source.
only recently introduced to other
TM improves "orderly thinking, countries. In 1955 the Maharishi
skill in action, creative jx-ogress gave up farming to reach TM in
and satisfaction," according to the India, and in 1959 he decided, like
Maharishi, and as sudi is a many gurus before and since, that
"technique for
progressive the time was ripe to come to the
refinement of the nervous system"- US.
and a "procedure for contacting
The Maharishi's fame S}X'ead
the field of creative intelligence." when the Beatles, the Beach Boys
and a host of other luminaries
LEARNING HOW
Training in TM is simple but flocked to his feet in the lOSO's.
Young Americans emulated their
expensive.
Instruction takes place in seven rock heroes, and many of them
steps. The first three are at no found TM to be a stabilizing,
charge: an introductory lecture, calming influence.
The value of TM spread by word
followed by a preparatory talk and
a [x-ivate interview with a teacher. of mouth, and eventually, once
But after that, the dollars start TM had a f'f'm foothold in the US,
adding up. For one private session the Maharisni launched his world
with a teacher and three meeting plan to create a TM teaching
on three consecutive days center for every 1000 people alive^
following the private session, on earth.
Since then, more than 200 centers
initiates pay ^5 if they are
students, $75 if they are working have been established in the US
alone, and an esUmated 10,000
adults and $125 for families.
Teachers keep half of this fee for people discover TM each month.
their services, pointing out that Through the widespread use of TM,
teaching TM is usually their only the Maharishi reasons, man will
livelihood and that to become a make contact with himself, then
teacher they attended the world's problems will essestially
Maharishi's Villa in Switzerland' be solved and a new age will begin.
for personal instructions which
costs at least$1,000 plus travel
SEEING HOW IT WORKS
e^>enses.
A
lot
of
support for TM has been
In the private session a student
receives his mantra — a word generated by the scientific com
drawn from the Vadic Hindu holy munity. More scientific studies in
books — and basic instruction in the past two years have indicated
meditation. The three sessions that during medititation a number
afterward are mainly to check the of profound physiological changes
student's progress. After that the take place. Oxygen consumption,
meditator is on his own but is carbon dioxide elimination, lactate
entitled to free monthly checkups. levels in the blood (associated with
He can slso pay an additional anxiety), blood pressure, heart
$150 to watch 33 two-hour beat and respiration all decrease
videotapes on SCI to learn the s^ificantly.
In addition, brain wave patterns
philosophical framework —
so
significantly change that some
although its practitioners are quick
to say that TM itself is neither a scientists have des^ated TM as a
"fourth state of consciousness"
religion nor a philosophy.
distinct from the other states of
LEARNING WHAT IT IS
wakefulness, dreaming and deep
TM "is merely an exercise, not a sleep.
philoso{^y ... We don't teach
TM has also had successful
oeoide how to act; we don't teach a results in treatment of stress
style of thinking....TM is not a related physical diseases su(^ as

asthma, high blood fx-essure and
angina pectoris.
One of the more interesting
studies was even read into the
Congressional record by Sen. Adlai
Stevenson (D-IL) to encourage
further federal examination of
TM's possible applications to
rehabilitation programs.
Conducted among more than
1800 TM practitioners, this study
found a dramatic decrease in the
use of recreational drugs such as
tobacco, alcohol, marijuana,
hashish and LSD after less than
three months; and over two years,
recreational drug use by persons
who continued to meditate vir
tually ceased. Other studies have
shown similar results.
CASTING ASPERSIONS

There are, of course, some
people who don't picture TM as a
cure-all.
"It's a waste of time," John
Lennon has said, and there are
other
TM
dropouts
who
found it
just
wasn't for
them.
"When I meditated I wat
ched the little stars one sees with
eyes closed. That became boring,"
reported one ex-practitioner.

anxiety because the techniques
allowed them to "desensitize
th^selves, at their own speed, to
certain personal iM-oblems."
But he warned that "an ex
tremely anxious person" may
liberate nothing but problems h'om
his mind through meditation, and
noted that TM dropouts tend to be
persons who are either too well
adjusted or who have problems too
severe to respond to a technique as
"mild" as TM.
Other critics have been con
cerned about SCI's roots in Vadric
px'inciples, and the prospect that
federal grants and government
encouragement amount to state
support of a religion.
"Maharishi's theories are pure
Hindu theology and
philosophy...(mind-transcending
diought, karma, and experience to
arrive at "pure being"). This
religious theory of TM is evidently
played down...but vestiges of it
remain in the teaching process,"
claimed an article in The
Humanist. "Hindu theology and
ritual will have to remain off the
school grounds," it concluded.
In Newton, NJ, a controversy
"Sometimes I became so tired
from meditating that I fell asleep; erupted when local church leaders
this was annoying when I had of^sed a proposed TM course in
someplace to go. I stopped because the local high school on the ground
I don't see why an active, healthy that the course amounted to
and alert attitude was best teaching Hinduism in the public
maintained throu^ meditation," schools.
TM practitioners, of course,
he said.
"You get sort of apathetic," have denied that TM isa religion at
observed another. "You don't build all.
JOINING THE MAINSTREAM
up any tension and you don't get
Despite the dissidents, TM has
excited about anything." She said
she quit because she felt she was been touted as the answer to drug
abuse and neurosis, a method of
getting to dependent on TM.
Psychologist Gary Schwartz of prison reform, and the possible
Harvard University found in a answer to a host of other problems.
The state legislatures of Con
study he conducted that TM
practitioners didn't fare as well as necticut and Illinois have passed
non-users on tests of creative resolutions praising TM and asking
jx-oblem solving, although they their state governments to
were better at ad-lib storytelling cooperate in spreading the word.
The National Institute of Mental
Schwartz said that TM may spawn
creative inspirations, but it does Health has provided several
not encourage the excitement and federal research grants to persons
sequential thinking that the ex studying the implications and
applications of TM. A number of
pression of such ideas requires.
Dr. Leon Otis of Stanford hi^ schools have added SCI and
Research Institute in California TM to their curricula, and the IMS
concluded that just sitting quietly is in great demand to appear
for 40 minutes each day worked as before corporate, civic and other
well as TM in reducing anxiety in "establishment" groups.
With such diverse support the
subjects he studies. He concluded
both methods worked well for final impact of TM on US society
fairly stable persons with some may only have begun to be felt.

cheating continued
question; why is there cheating.
"As long as grades maintain the
basis for measuring academic
achievement and as long as these
grades depend on exam scores, the
motivation for cheating will
remain high," said a faculty
member at Eastern Mennonite
College.
"Grading encourages cheating
by wanting a certain grade out of
desperation," agreed Bernard
Nizenholtz, a professor at Indiana
University at South Bend. "Grades
are determined by the individual
teacher. The grading policies of
professors vary widely because of
individual biases in teaching,
learning and evaluating methods.
The system of grading is so sub
jective that it doesn't mean
anything," Nisenholtz went on to
say.
"Like it or not, grades do mat
ter," commented Edward M.
White, a professor at Cal State-San
Bernardino. "Remember the draft
and that the lower rates for driving
insurance go to A and B students."
Most psychologists and school
officials have agreed that the roots

of cheating are in the elementary
school system.
A 1970 study by Leroy Barney
revealed that 70 percnet of all
grade school children cheat. The
study found that children cheat to
hide their misunderstanding of the
assignment, to prevent others from
thinking they are stupid or to
escape from trying to live up to
unrealistic expectations.
This trend is seen throughout the
continuing educational careers of
students, the study shows. A New
York Times survey found that this
fearful obsession, with grades has
led to students sabotaging the work
of others to improve their class
standing. The survey also showed
that students feel their grade
equals their personal net worth.
Ironically, ^e net worth of the
grade itself has been declining.
Grade inflation — the recent
abundance of A's and B's — has led
employers to resort to old job
qualification standards. "Better a
Princeton A than an A from a less
familiar school." said one ad
missions officer.
Most piecemeal solutions to the

present grading-cheating problem
have met with limited success.
Although the pass-fail system has
been initiated at many colleges, it
has come under attack because of
some recent studies that claimed
graduate and professional schools
looked down a transcript laden
with 'pass' grades.,
Some have said that one stratedy
might de to let grade inflation run
its course. If grades become an
ineffective means of evaluation,
then a new system would have to
designed, they have reasoned.
Educator William Glasser,
author of 'Schools Without Failure,
argued that the ultimate solution to
cheating would be "a grading
system which would not rate
students against each other, thus
eliminating the psychological
factor of failure." By reducing the
stress of competition, said Glasser,
cheating would also decrease.
If those who side with Glasser
are right, cheating will not stop
until the motivations for cheating
are eliminated and the root of the
problem attacked.
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president John phau leads the way
by Geni King

There are many unfamiliar
names and faces on campus but
when I discovered that one of those
unknowns happened to be the
college president, I decided to
interview President John Pfau.
Pfau has been president of Cal
State for fourtcCT years, three
years before there was a campus,
student body, or faculty. He was
appointed the position in January
of 1962 and was instructed to
prepare a plan and select a staff
for the school's opening in the fall
of 1965. For three years he
prepared and worked on the
development and building of Cal
State.
As president, Pfau is responsible
for aU activity on campus. Some of
these activities are; "Seeing that
we recruit and develop a good
faculty and staff. Trying to
jH-ovide, through state services and
others, the physical facilities and
equipment and services. Main
taining relations with the com
munity, for example, working with
various governmental agencies to
insure that we have appropriate
access roads, utilities etc. I am
also responsible for seeing that we
have approjM'iate student services
and activities. While I am the one
designated to accept these
responsibilities, there are many
many other people involved in this
process who play major roles."
I asked Pfau what his personal
feeling were regarding Cal State's
transition from its Liberal Arts to
career oriented programs. He
talked at great length, explaining
to me the underlying history
regarding this issue, saying,
."When the college started it faced
a time when Trustee policy was to
start with a basic under graduate
Liberal Arts Program in addition
to a Teacher Education Program,
and Business Administration
Program. In this sense the college
has never been a purely Liberal
Arts college. This came at a time
when there was a real teacher
shortage and many students were
planning careers in teaching, so
the Liberal Arts majors that

Califomia). We also gave students
more electives. As far as majors
were concerned we developed a
task force which reviewed the
general education (x'ogram, the
results of its recommendations
called for various schools to

l^evailed wei e really in a sense a
Career Development Program.
When the college first started it
had the highest general education
requirements of the system,
comprising of ninety quarter units.
As time went on it became ap-

grave yard." While on campus
there was much discussion and a
wide range of views and
disagreement, the process of
making the change was far from as
bitter and protracted as a similar
diange we have encountered on
other campuses. Our faculty did a
'very responsible job in this imdertaking.
I can see why people have a
great committment to the Liberal
Arts and some feel that this
represents quite a change from the
kind of curriculum and emphasis
that existed in the first five or six
years.
In addition to the characteristics
of our career type majors which we
sought to have achieved, they are
not to become too narrowly
specialized. Job situations change
so fast and drastically in our day
and age that we set out to jH-epare
people to be more adaptable over a
long range in job careers.
My feelings however that while
our responsibility as a state college
is to help people get ready to meet
the problems they face as selfsuK>orting earners and producers,
it is never the less essential that we
not forget that we are still
responsible for providing an
education for them as human
beings. It is the latter that we try to
embody in our general education
program."
We went on to talk about
Assembly Bill 534, a bill that if
passed would put a student on the

Board of Trustees. I asked Pfau
what he thought about this
pmssibility and he replied, "Having
a student on the Board won't
change much in terms of the way
the Board oj)erates at the present
time. For a long time the Board of
Trustees at ^ meetings has had a
practice of having five ASB
presidents from various colleges
present at Board meetings and has
given them full opportunity to
e:q)ress student views on any
matter that has come before the
Board. If this is changed and one
student is put on, I don't see that it
will have a profound effect since
there are twenty-one Board
members."
Throu^out the interview Pfau
responded to my questions with a
kind of professional precision, he
would lay out all of the facts
regarding a certain issue and close
it with his persoanl opinion. Yet, in
his objectivism he projected a
genuine
concern
regarding
everything that affects the
students, staff, and ideologies of
the school.
After talking with Pfau and
bepoming aquainted with him it
seemed odd to me that he could be
such a question mark to so many
people. Hop)efully, the next time
you are asked who John Pfau is
you won't make the seemingly
common mistake of replaying, "I
don't know, isn't he a Congressman
or something."

health center provides services
'lliere are eight people in Room referred by a member of the staff.
d) three visits for consultation
117 of the Administration Building
develop some additional majors just waiting to cure what ails you, service upon referral.
8) out-patient therapy upon
such as; Criminal Justice, Health be it a strain, a sprain or a pain.
Science, Nursing etc.
'Ihese are the doctors and nurses approval and hospital visits by a
It is very important to mention at the Health Center, which is a physician during the first three
that the transition received greater service provided to all registered days in the hospital when the
faculty sui^rt than by far is students of CSCSB, who are studentis hospitalized through the
normally the case. There is an old automatically protected by an Helath Center.
All students can come in during
saying,
"Reorganizing
the overall insurance policy.
Some of the diagnoses and the regular operating hours which
ciu*riculum is like trying to move a
treatments available to everyone are Monday and Thursday from 8
free of charge of tuberculin skin a.m. to 6 p.m. and Tuesday,
testing and routine immunizations Wednesday and Friday from*«.m.
to communicable diseases, in to 4:40 p.m.
Members of the staff include
cluding all shots required for
Samuel
Plaut, M.D.; the Director,
overseas travel.
There is also care of wound, who is assisted by three general
burns, respiratory infections, and practicioners; Allan Abbott, M.D.,
glandular and gynecological Gary Schwartz M.D.; and John
problems. The center provides Wilcoy M.D. There is also Robert
Moyce M.D.; a gynecologist; two
education
in family planning, drug
relating information. If you know
nurses; Vivian McEachern and
abuse
and
veneral
disease.
Besides
the name of a particular
Lois Ljuhggren, and last but not
periodical, go to the desk and there the.se services available at no least, Carolyn Kirel, the secretary.
charge,
prescription
drugs
can
be
will be a computorized index of all
"All medical records are kept in
the periodicals available in the obtained at "student rates."
the strictest confidence." Com
In
addition
students
are
entitled
library and where they can be
plete helath and medical records
to:
found.
are kept on each student. At your
a)
one
emergency
visit
at
any
If research information is
written request a copy will be sent
needed, the staff at the Reference location, at any time, including
to any physician, hospital or
ambulance
service.
desks will give any and all
student health center at no charge.
b)
most
laboratory
procedures
necessary information. They are
Further information may be
all graduates in Library Science when referred by a Student Helath
obtained by contacting the Student
physician.
and they know how to help. Their
Health Center at 887-7218.
c) most x-rays when also
help begins with your request, all
vou need to do is ask.
It is a fact that many students do
not use their library simply
because they do not know how —
and find it embarrasing to ask. The
library staff is extremely willing to
(CPS-ENS) — A non-smokers organization called ASN at the
give a hand to anyone who needs
Massachusetts institute of Technology has calculated that for every pack
their as.sistance.
of cigarettes purchased in the state, the public pays out approximately SO
The library staff is aware of the
cents over the purchase price for cigarette-related costs.
complexity of the library and have
Those costs include S18 million worth of fire protection necessitated by
tried many ways to familiarize
cigarette smokers, $24 million is smoking-related fire damage and $220
students in how to use it. They offer
million in public and private health insurance for smoking-related
tours to classes and to individual
illnesses.
students and it takes no time at all.
The study concluded that smokers in Massachusetts cost the state
To reiterate, all one needs to do is
roughly half-a-billion dollars a year in public services. If the smokers
ask and you will receive help in
were to bear the entire expense of their habit by themselves, through
how to use the campus library.
added state taxes, the cost of a fypical pack of cigarettes would go up to

PawPrint Photo by Keith Legerat

parent that the general education
requirements were too high, so
they were reduced in number to
seventy quarter units. This gave
students a wider range of options
within the general education
requirements. (Despite
the
reduction Cal State is still quite
high among other state colleges in

CAMPUS LIBRAR Y IS EASY TO USE
by Geni King

The campus library is the most
needed yet the least understood
facility for many students at Cal
State. Its set-up and method of
usage is one that requires the help
of a guide sheet, first hand in
struction, tour or long hours of
browsing and total confusion. The
next time you need to do research
or check out a book; don't avoid the
campus library, once the basics
are known any further difficulties
can be resolved by asking a staff
member or by going to the
reference desk.
The key to the library is
the card catalogue. If you
are looking for a book and know the
title or author, then use the case
that has books listed by
title and author. If you do not know
the title or author then look under
subject matter, using the case that
has books listed in this manner ..
e.g. You are researching Juvenile
Del—, look under this subject and
various books will be listed giving
title and author.
The library is located on three
floors, the first, second and fourth.
The main card catalogue is on the
first floor. There is a card
catalogue on every floor consisting

of all the books that are on that
floor. These sub-catalogues are
listed under title and author, not
subject matter, so if the author and
title is not known then refer to
main card catalogue.
On the upper left hand corner of
every card is a letter code and
numbers below it. The first letter
tells what floor and what shelf the
book is located. Every book can be
found this way. Placed beside both
catalogue cases are sheets that
have lists of letters and floor
numbers, this sheet is your guide in
finding out where the first letter on
the upper corner is located. It also
gives the location of any special
location symbols that may show up
on a card.
(Dnce you have this information,
just go find the book and check it
out before leaving the library.
If you want to use the available
periodicals (located on the third
floor) precious time can be saved
by referring to the Periodical
Indexes situated adjacent to the
rows of periodicals. These indexes
are compiled under subject
matter. Look under subject X and
the indexes list the various
periodicals that contain the

like burning money
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if I m lyin , i m flyin
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would you eat
your dog?

BY DEAN JACKSON

We used to hang on Adams near
Crenshaw at a tacky little takeout
called Johnnies'. Johnnies' stayed
jammed wjth customers because
for years they've specialized in the
tastiest,
greasiest,
fattest,
cheapest pastrami sanwich in
biggest, I mean meat was actually
spilling out of the sides of them
buns. You have to keep the sand
wich wrapped in waz paper and eat
off one end so's you don't lose the
meat. If I'm Lyin', I'm flyin', and if
you don't believe it you can go
there right now and check it out.
Anyways, all this talk about
Johnnies' and grub done made me
hungry and forget my story. One
time me and Sam was broke. We
heard they was having one of them
tent revivals dow near 59th and
Broadway.The religious folk was
giving out free meals all week,
trying to suck sinners into getting
saved. The catch was, you
had to sit through about five ser
mons before they brought on the
chow.
Me'n Sam decided to scrounge
one of them free meals. We waited
one night, until the preaching was
almost over, then snuck in the back
of the tent and sat down. Alls I had
was a quarter and wadn't about to
put it in the plate when it was
passed around. Sam jammed me to
put the money in the plate. He's a
semi-religious dude and claimed
he'd feel guilty if we didn't put
nothing in. Can you dig it, he'd feel
guilty about rny money. I put the
damn quarter in just cause I didn't
want to hear no more of his mouth.
After the last sermon, but before
' they let- us >^iow. 4own,~^e^
preacher had to pray for us. When
we got up front ^at dude grabbed
my head and squeezed the fuck out
of it. He was hoUerin and praying
and shaking my head so hard I had
to pull away, else he'd of given me
a headache.
Afterwards when we was
greasing and kinning and grinning
with the religious folk, I told
Sam I wadn't never coming back
around these crazy, religious
fanatics no more. The didn't have
good sense.
We got full and left Hitch hiked
up to Johnnies'. Now we was full,
we needed some pluck to top it off.
We was out front of Johnnies' when
Sam spotted the money. This old
broad was buying a sack full of
pastramis and giving the cashier a
fifty dollar bill. Now, anybody fool
enough to flash a fifty at Johnnies
is suj^osed to be robbed, so
naturally me'n Sam figured we had
a right to snatch her purse.
We hurried around the side of
Johnnies into the parking lot. We
decided when the old broad came
around to get her car, F, be the
"mac man" Dirvert her attention
while Same split up behind us to
make tiie snatch. The we'd both
split in opposite directions and
meet at a liquor store.
"Excuse me, lady. I said step
ping over to the old bag when she
came around toward her car.
She turned to me.
"Could you spare a quarter for a
bottolah of wine or some such shit
as that."
Sam
must
have
looked
suspicious lurking near us because
the old broad spotted him and her
eyes darted back to me. She knew
we was together. Her little eyes
became crafty and she was up in
my face so fast it surprised hell out
me.
"I don't buy no wine, brother!"
she said sharply, grabbing my
wrist, "the bible says, Ephesians
5:18, *and be not drunk with wine,
wherin is excess. But be filled with
ttie holy spirit'!"

by Paul Feroe

The old broad was jibbing so loud
that people lingering around the lot
and in front of Johnnies had sfa'ted
looking to see what was the
commition.
Son of a bitch, I thought, I done
got one of them religious fanatics.
With one hand she was squeezing
her purse tight and the other was
around my wrist so tight I couldn't
get loose. Wadn't no chance for me
and Sam to pull of our scheme now,
because the old broad was quoting
scripture like a champ and people
was really checkin us out.
She looked like she could be
baptising me right there in the
parking lot.
I saw Sam grinning, pretending
like he didn't know who I was. This
little old broad had not only foiled
our snatch, but was embarrassing
me like a motherfucker. She was
all up in my face talking that
religious shit.
Now here I am you understand,
in my polyester knits with flop hat
to match trying to be cool about the

whole deal, but the woman had me
in her clutches and wouldn't let go.
"Hey lady for it O.K.?"I mean I
don't need no wine" I blubbered
foolishly.
"You sho' don't need no wine,
brother. You need the Lord!" she
hollered so loud it almost busted by
eardrums.
"Hey Slick" Sam finally called.
I breathed a sigh of relief. Sam
had finally got enough of his jollies,
cracking up on me and was coming
to rescue.
"Hey, Slick! Come on, man. We
gottah get to the mosque!"
Sam called.
What die fuck he wanna say that
for?
"Yall muslims?! Infidels!" she
screamed, almost jerking my arm
out of the socket. "Ephesians
5:5, 'For this ye know, that no
whoremonger, no unclean person,
no covetous man who is an
idolater...," she was screaming
and poking that greasy pastrami
sack up in my face. Whoever this

(CPS) — It wasn't very long ago
that vegetarians were considered
to be a weird and fanatical group of
nutritionists who sprinkled wheat
germ on everything and only drank
carrot juice.
Now that image is changing.
In the past ten years vegetarians
— whether for health, religious,
moral or food crisis reasons —
have enjoyed an increase in
respectability, and their distrust of
processed foods has encouraged
the development of natural food
stores and restaiwants.
On college campuses a demand
for nutritionally-sound cafeteria
food has resiilted in the in
troduction of special vegetarian
lines. While this trend started as
early as ten years ago in California
state schools, most universities —
primarily major campuses on the
West and East coasts — began the
special services only about four
years ago, according to A1 Dobie,
Director of Food Services at Yale
University.
The number of students eating
vegetarian rarely rises above 10
percent and does not vary much
year to year, said Dobie. The
reason, he suggested, is that when
meals become especially popular
in the vegetarian line they are
incorporated into the regular menu
to satisfy students who don't want
to commit themselves to a full
dude Ephesians was, that old vegetarian fare.
Off-campus vegetarian growth
woman sure digs quoting him.
By this time a crowd had has been evidenced by increasing
gathered near and was cricking up numbers of vegetarian societies in
on the scene. I had to get away the US — now 30 compared to only
from this woman before I lost all four or five a few years ago. All of
my cool. With all my might I these groups are affiliated with the
snatched my arm away and North American Vegetarian
started away from the old broad. Society (NAVS), itself founded
She came a few steps after me still only a year ago "to fill a vacuum,"
raving in that bible language. I according to H. Jay Dinshah,
hurried around front to cool out NAVS president.
NAVS,
headquartered
in
and hoped she wouldn't follw me.
Sam came around front after Malaga, NJ, publishes a bi
newspaper,
the
me. He was crying from laughing monthly
Vegetarian Voice/ and issues
so hard.
When the old broad pulled out of membership cards to $3-a-year
the lot she was driving a new dues-paying members.
"What we felt was needed was
Cadillac. The windows rolled up
and doors locked. She caught my some common sense," Dinshah
eye, grinned and stuck her tongue said. "Gurus and different Eastern
philosphers were coming over and
out at me.
„ ,
The old broad had known all the saying all you had to do was eat
time what me'n and Sam were up garlic or brown rice. It was like the
blind leading the blind."
to!
Dinshah attributed the recent
Hey, I ain't never called nobody
a religious fanatic from that time upswing in vegetarianism among
young people in part to the Vietnam
to this one.
war. "People started thinking for
themselves," said Dinshah. "They
figured that if the government
could lie to them, then the
supermarkets could lie to them and
the nutritionists could lie to them."
Dinshah estimated that the
number of vegetarians in the US
has risen from about five million a
decade ago to about 10 million
today.
The NAVS inself is affiliated with
the International Vegetarian Union
(IVU), founded in England in 1908
to; provide an association of
vegetarian societies on a world
wide basis.The IVU is composed of
about 50 national organizations,
and is most visible at its bi-yearly
congress, to be held this August at
the University of Maine at Orono.

PERFECT GRADUATION GIFT
ROCKWELL CALCULATOR
'24" EACH

NOW AT YOUR
COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

Dinshah feels that "the sky's the
limit" with the vegetarian
movement because it deals with a
problem that will become in
creasingly evident.
"1 don't doubt that in the next ten
years we will see famine on this
continent," Dinshah said. "This
country is going to have to turn to
vegetarianism on a large scale to
p'revenfit.*" ' '
' ' '
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vinyl shortage
"America's Choice"
Hot Tuna
RCA

When the' various members of
the Jefferson Airplane zoomed off
to persue their individual musical
IM*ojects which couldn't find full
realisation in the collective, Jorma
Kaukonen and Jack Cassidy
satisfied their blues leanings by
forming Hot Tuna. Now that they
have permanently severed their
ties with the mothership, Hot Tiina
is their sole musical outlet and a
new sen^ of purpose and direction
has resulted. Along with Bob
Steeler on drums they have
produced a fine album which
bubbles with some vibrant and
juicy playing.
Not so blues based as earlier
albums (though they ably cover
the classic, 'Walkin' Blues') the
magic of the old lead and bass duo
which was the musical mainstay of
the Airplain's superb soaring
sound is unleashed again in its full
glory. Right from the beginning of
the opening track, 'Sleep Song',
Kaukonen lets you know that he
has finally woken up from his
hibernation and is ready to play
some of the most fluid and
energetic lead guitar which he's
concocted in a long time. Jack
Cassidy is just as expressive,
dexterously bouncing his bass in
areas which even some lead
guitarists would have trouble
finding. When you hear such
superb musicianship as this, you
know this is definately America's
choice!

By John Woodhouse

McGee,' 'Ball and Chain,' 'Sum
mertime,^ and 'Try,' there are two
sides of old material recorded
between 1963 and 1965, none of
which has seen the light of day
before. Apart from the music there
are a couple of interviews, one with
Dick Cavett which add substance
to her legend. Its all pure Janis
from her early formative days to
the power at the end and is a rich
tribute to such an amazing
musician. This isn't a piece of
nostalgia, it's real rocking music!

by feeding synthesised music
through computers.
Rather than isomething you slip
on to wash the dishes by, it can be
experienced as a distant wall of
sound, rather like recordings (tf
white noise or sea sounds.
Somewhere, dotted throughout the
various drones are contributions

"Snow Goose"
Camel
Janus Records

Time and again, unknown (to
these shores!) English bands keep
popping up with amazing concept
albums which shine over anything
else produced. Camel's new
album, "Snow Goose" is such an
imjM'essive tour de force eclipsing
even their brilliant last album,
"Mirage." This new work is a
beautiful instrumental folk tale
describing
the
enchanting
relationship between a snow goose,
an old reclusive man and a young
girl. The band has surpassed
themselves in creating such an
awesome landscape from a
kaleidoscope of instruments.
Forget about all that fullblown
Rick Wakeman bullshit ex
travaganza and get an earful of
this incredible band. Hats off to
Janus again!

Janis Joplin
'-'Janis"
Janis Joplin
Columbia

Brother Jack' and many more.
Md of course, the song which was
liable to start riots all over
England when ever it was played,
the immortal 'All right now.' Free
sure were a great band and this
album spotlights them in their full
might.
*

"Best of Free"
Free
A&M

If you are or were at all cap
Band Company are a hot group,
tivated by the miraculous voice of
Janis Joplin then this new double that's for sure, but when you get
album will definitely deserve a down to it, they still have not
space in your record collection. produced enough classics to
Many words have been written and compare with Free's star studded
great tones created about this one life. Though the band may have
mcredible lady, so there's not disbanded, their music lives on and
much point in me carving some sounds as strong as ever. Anything
new niche, it's thus sufficient to Paul Rogers (now with Bad
say that she was responsible for Company) touches turns into in
putting the soul into white rock, stant gold and when you listen to
and what a way she did it! "Janis" the tracks on this anthology you
is the soundtrack from the new know why he is respected by so
biographical movie which is doing many other rock vocalists. "Best
the rounds at the moment and of" includes songs culled from
which will eventually find its way their six albums and all the heavies
out to this desolation row. As well • are here - 'Fire and Water,' 'The
Song', 'My
as the classics like, 'Me and Bobby IHynter', 'Highway
> 4. t
< <

HAIR'S

Tanya Tucker

GREAT CAESAR'S
Shags-Lay^r Cuts
HAIRSTYLING
280 W. Highland
CALL

"Tanya Tucker"
Tanya Tucker
MCA

For a girl of such tender years,
Tanya Tucker has a sweetly
powerful voice which does justice
to any contemporary country song
which comes her way. There are
many youthful prodigies hitting
the millions in todays teeming
market and Tanya is one of the
best of them having collected two
solid single hits, 'Delta Dawn' and
'Jamestown Ferry' before she
turned 16.
This is her first album for MCA
after a label change and it fortells
that the union should be fortuitous.
None of the songs are her own
compositions, a fact which hasn't
hindered other artists and she
cleverly handles a few well known
songs like 'Son of a preacher man'
and 'When will I be loved' where
she is joined by Phil Everly
himself. Even though her daddy
has been acting as chaperone,
warding off the ogling hordes, his
influence obviously doesn't extend
to blue pencilling her material
which sometimes reeks of salad
days, and steaming nights;
'Traveling salesman,' for one, is a
complicated tale of a hot liaison
with a visiting salesman in a small
town.
Most of her material with the
right exposure would be easily
acceptable to non country
audiences and I'm sure it won't be
too long before her name is as
widely known as Linda Ronstadt's.
It took many years before Linda
gained the recognition she
deserved, hopefully Tanya won't
have to wait so long.

"Seastones"
Ned Lagin and Phil Lesh
Round Records

And now, to use a well worn
phrase, for something completely
different, being the kind of music
you definitely don't hear very
often, if ever at all. Basically
"Seastones" can be described as a
very strange futuristic, acid
soundtrack of out of this world
electronic music produced by Ned
Login and Phil Lesh, bassist for the
Grateful Dead, which was created

by such San Francisco heavies as
Jerry Garcia, David Crosby,
Grace Slick, David Freiberg,
Mickey Hart and Spencer Dryden.
But such a list is rather a joke
when you realize how impossible it
is to recognise any of their em
bellishments because they have
been distorted beyond any
recognisable form.
If you've been racking your
brains for that present which is a
little bit different, "Seastones"
might be the answer. As the ac
companying notice warns, "This
album has produced strong
biophysical,
eletromagnetic,
psychochemical and sexual
reactions in both living and
nonliving matter," Phew!

882-9119

THE CAL-STATE FRESHMAN
CLASS PRESENTS

' HAVANA"
PLAYING AT
"THE LAST BIG FLING " AT
CAL-STATE GYM FRIDAY,
JUNE 6 STARTING AT 8 P.M.
TO 1 A.M. ALL FOR ONLY
.OO AT THE DOOR.

n

Showins the finest in erotic adult films

FINE ARTS
480 North 'D' St.

RITZ
THEATER

San Bernardino

136 N Euclid
Ontario
984-9113

889-7815

ADMISSION PRIQE '3"
Students over 18 with I.D. are welcome
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campus calendar
Tuesday, June 3
12:00 noon
LC-277
Christian Life Club Mtg.
12:00 noon
LC-204
Business Management Club Mtg.
12:00 noon
LC-211
Beteran's Club Mtg.
3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. P.E. Pool
Water Basketball Games
Wednesday, June 4
8:00 a.m.
LC-250
LDSSAMtg.
9:00a.m.
LC-500
Pol Sci. Class
12:00 noon
LC-271
M.E.Ch.A. Mtg.
12:00 noon
LC-295
Danish Club Mtg.
12:00noon
LC-204
Black Students Union Mtg.
2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
LC-500
Fac. Colloquium — Stu EUina
"The Fole of Vision in the Behavior of Bats"
3:00 p.m..to 5:00 p.m. Lg. Gym
Co-Ed Jimgle Ball Games
Thursday, June 5
8:00 a.m. LC-277
Christian Life Club Mtg.
9:00a.m. LC-500
Pol. Sci. 200 Class
12:00 noon LC-219
l.O.C. Mtg.
4:00p.m. to6:00p.m. C-219
A.S. Senate Mtg.
7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. LC-500
All SistersSelf Denfense Workshop
Friday, June 6
9:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
SS-171
A.S. Executive Cabinet Mtg.
2:00p.m. P.E. Area
Novelty Relays
3:00p.m. to6r00p.m. P.E. Fields
Softball Games
6:30p.m. to8:30o.m.
PS-10
Film '^Oliver"
PS-10
9:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.
(Two Showings
Saturday, Jime 7
8:00 a.m. to 4:00p.m. PS-122,325
SanGorgonio ACS
9:00 a.m.to5:00p.m.
LC-500
A.S. Officers Transitional Mtg.
6:30 p.m. to9:30 p.m.
C-205
Coordinating Council Mtg.
Sunday, June 8
Choral Concert
7:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. First Preb. Church
1900"D"St.,S.B.

field courses offered
gives five units of degreeBabine Lake in British Columbia
ai^licable credit.
and the'Sierra Nevada Mountains
Participants will meet on tiie
north of Bishop are the settings for
east side of the Sierra Nevada two field study courses offered by
Mountains north of Bishop at the (^1 State, San Bernardino this
McGee Creek Camp Ground.
summer.
The course will focus on the
Interested persons should
regional analysis of the Owens contact the Office of Continuing
Valley and the Eastern Sierra, an Education at the college before the
area which provides extreme organizational meetings on June 6
contrasts in both physical and and 7.
cultural features.
The on-the-scene "study in the
Biology 810, "Field Study in California mountain range takes
British Columbia," will be taught place June 14 to 23, with an
by Joe Biu*khardt and Ronald organizational meeting at Cal
Eckton, Redlands teachers. State Friday evening, June 6. The
Orientation in the course, which British Columbia trip is set for
gives five units of extension credit, August 4 to 15; however, an
will be toward teaching the orientation meeting will be
biological sciences in the schools. Saturday morning, June 7.
However, ecology, chemistry and
Each has a fee of approximately
geology will also be included.
$125, which covers cost of the
Field experiments will include course. The student arranges for
water and soil analysis, study of his own transportation, food and
streams and lakes as well as lodging, with campsites and lowidentification of animals, plants, ^cost housing available at both
birds, fish and insects of the area. locations.
While only registered students
Offered as Geography 550, the
may participate in the study summer field study in the Sierra
sessions, family members are Nevadas will be taught by Dr. W.
welcome to accompany them on Ketteringham, chairman of the
the trip.
Department of Geography, at
Full information may be ob California State University,
tained throi^h the Office of Con FuUerton; and Kenneth L. White,
tinuing Education at Cal State, Sw Cal State, San Bernardino
Bernardino.

continued from page 1

(and guess which country most
often doesn't), the overlapping
gears will result in the feeling that
you're shifting but not doing
anything.
Unfortunately, even with a minicalculator it takes awhile to figure
out whether gears overlap, much
too long if a salesperson's hovering
over you. But there are some good
gear combinations for touring and
general use you can ask for. These
include: a rear sprocket cluster
ranging from 14 teeth to 32 teeth
with two front six*ockets of 52 and
38 teeth or 52 and 40 teeth, pother
good match is a 14-34 rear^cluster
with 45- and 52-teeth front

sfX'ockets.
One other thing: for oncearound-the-dorm usage three
speeds will serve you as well as
ten, but a five-speed bike is usually
a bad deal. They cost only $10 to $20
less than a ten-speed, are no less
complex and don't ride much
better than a three-speed.
Ten-speed freaks or not, for your
brushes with the bicycle backlash
the two best books on do-it-yourself
repair I've found are Derailleur
Bicycle Repair (XYZYX Cor
poration) and, for more esoteric
jobs. The Complete Book of
Bicycling by Eugene A. Sloane
(Trident Press).

miss jones and the devil
The devil aint all that was in
Miss Jones during her quest to
expand her horizons. Bananas,
grapes, and water hoses also made
guest apperances. Miss Jones was
hard on bananas. I'm glad that
there were no watermelons or
pineapples in Miss Joneses' fruit
bowl. There is no facial expression
by Miss Jones which would have
expressed her sensation had either
been available.
This tingling and stimulating
affair gets underway as a
frustrated and innocent Miss Jones
takes her life and precedes to hell.
She is given a reprieve, and
returns to life seeking lust. A body
could rust on a diet of lust and
sitting home watching TV.
Somewhere between Playboy
magazine, and next Tuesday
nights PTA. Somewhere between a
honky tonk queen, and what all the
dog did today. A body could rust on
a diet of lust and sitting home
watching TV. As well oiled as Miss
Jones was in her superb display of
horniness on the waterbed, she
need not worry about rusting. Her
peformance was a tribute to the
hoot owl.
Teach, Miss Joneses' hard and
fast male co-star, pursued the
wrong profession in life. He

definitely should have been a
dentist, displaying an incredible
innate ability to fill cavaties,
especially those of Miss Jones.
The climax of this movie oc
curred when Miss Jones received
the double whammy. Oh, if my
friends could see me now.
The movie, like all American
literary classics, was charac
teristically filled with symbolism,
shape the moral fibers of our
country. Overt examples included:
1. practice makes perfect, Miss
Jones advanced from a rank
beginner to an expert, 2. seek and
ye shall find, first not knowing
where to look, Miss Jones found out
in a hurry, and 3. to succeed and
get a-head, one must work hard,
think big, and look slick.
If Miss Jones shaved her head,
she could double for Kojak. Each
loves his tootsie-pops.
If Miss Jones e^austs her acting
offers and joins the unemployment
line, shecould easily go to work for
Hoover vacuum cleaners. She also
sucks up everything in sight.
Miss Jones is a perfect example
of todaysjjp and coming liberated
woman. She is satisfied in pursuing
a career in which she flatly refuses
to be relegated to that chauvinistic
position of flat on her back.

vet club bulletin
Well, here we are again, bloodied and battered from battles won and
lost, but still in existance. This week, there are a few new things to report.
First, efforts are still being made to get those letters out to the vets about
summer school. You should probably recieve them some time this week.
Second, newspapers reported last week that the Veterans Administration
is soon going to be broke, and the checks for late June will be delayed. Our
Vet Rep called the LA regional office to get the straight stuff, and it
seems that in the congressional rush to be away for the memorial day
weekend, which lasts ten days for Congressmen, they forgot to pass the
supplemental appropriations bill, which contains funds to pay for the late
June checks, so if you were expecting a check late in June, be prepared to
wait a little longer. For those of you who will be in terminal financial
straits, the Vet Club is trying to arrange through Ted Krug of the finan
cial aid office for loans of up to $250 from the Bank of America on a one
time emergency basis. Thanks Ted. Those vets who have the need should
contact Joe Epps at the VAO (veterans affairs office) to find out how to go
about establising need and qualifications. Incidentally, for those of you
who did not know, Joe is the current chairman of the Vets Club, and has
spent a lot of time making our success possible. Finally, as this is the last
edition of the paper until next fall, we would like to say thanks to all those
who have helped in the last four weeks, wish everybody a good summer,
and invite any summer vets to stop by the VAO office (our summer
palace) to say hi. So until next time, we wish you luck, and with the
mighty roar of the Honda 160, its off into the sunset. You know, if you
listen real hard, you can even hear the surf from here.

If there is a lesson to be learned
from this movie, it is that the devil
doesn't knock, he comes in the
back door.
The concluding scene features
Miss Jones pleading frustratedly
that she can't do it alone, while an
old man looks endlessly for a fly
that must be around here
somewhere, while everyone in the
audience checks his or her own fly.
Miss Jones will remain frustrated
until hell freezes over.
The film. The Devil in Miss
Jones, is a borderline case between
pornography and pure horse
cacca, with the nod of the head
going to pornography. The films
feature was the fact that it was
free. The price was right. Not
being a connoisseur of X rated
films, I have nothing to compare
this film with, but then Miss Jones
also had nothing to compare her
experience with.

job available
Thinking about going out on your
own but worried about the risk? A
major western financial concern
offers a chance to test the op
portunity before you commit
yourself. This opportunity offers
tiiorough training, unlimited in
come potential and extensive
fringe benefits. Interested call
John Le Vesque at either 885-8614
or 825-4900, CAL-WESTERN LIFE.

mothers needed
"Mothers-interested in your
childs development plus a $10.00 a
month child day care center? Help
us by you and and your child
participating in our informative
and productive summer pilot
program.
We ask only that Mothers attend
a three (3) hour (8:30 to 11:30 a.m.,
Fridays)
group
discussion
designed to aid Mothers in han
dling a child's developmental
needs and a three (3) hour one
morning a week session with their
child.
If interested contact Dianne
Irwin, Learning Center, California
State College, San Bernardino, 8877437."

SENIOR CLASS BAR-B-QUE
EVERYONE IS INVITED *!"> AT THE DOOR
(SENIORS FREE)
food and beverages served
1 : 0 0 - 5 : 0 0 F R I D AY , J U N E 1 3 T H
LIVE BAND; "EDGES"
IN THE LOWER COMMONS AREA
SOFTBALL, VOLLEYBALL,
SWIMMING, DANCING
-

